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Abstract 
We provide general and relatively simple conditions under which Euclidean functionals L p 
on [0, 1] a with pth power-weighted ges atisfy the limit 
l '  
lim LP(X1 . . . . .  X,)/ntd-v~/a = fl { f(x)~a p~,a dx C.C. ,  
n~ ,to , ) [0 ,  1] a 
where X~, i >~ 1, are i.i.d, random variables with values in [0, 1] d, 0 < p < d, fl:= fl(LP, d) is 
a constant, f i s  the density of the absolutely continuous part of the law of Xl, and c.c denotes 
complete convergence. This general result is shown to apply to the minimal spanning tree, 
shortest tour, and minimal matching functionals. The approach provides a rate of convergence 
for the power-weighted minimal spanning tree functional, resolving a question raised by Steele 
(1988). 
Keywords: Combinatorial optimization; Boundary processes; Minimal spanning tree; Travel- 
ing salesman problem; Minimal matching; Euclidean functional; Rates of convergence 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general imit theorem for Euclidean 
functionals of random samples in the cube [0, 1] a, d ~> 2. We exhibit he asymptotics 
of a broad class of Euclidean functionals L p with pth power-weighted ges, namely 
those assuming the representation 
LP(F) := min ~, [eL p, (1.1) 
T~-G eeT  
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where F c Nd is a finite set, p > 0, G is a collection of graphs T on F, and lel denotes 
the Euclidean length of the edge e e T. When G is the collection of all spanning 
trees on F, LP(F) is the familiar minimal spanning tree (MST) on F with pth 
power-weighted ges. Similarly, when G is the collection of all closed tours (respec- 
tively, all matchings) on F, then LP(F) represents the traveling salesman (TSP) 
(respectively, minimal matching) functional on F with pth power-weighted edges. 
Likewise, greedy matching, Steiner MST and semi-matching functionals admit a sim- 
ilar representation. 
In this paper we examine the complete convergence of the power-weighted Euclid- 
ean functionals (1.1) when the vertex set F consists of independent and identically 
distributed random variables. 
When the power p is 1, the study of the functionals L~(F), F a random vertex set, 
has received considerable attention. We will not survey the literature but point out 
that the landmark paper of Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley (BHH) (1959) 
established that 
lim T(X 1 . . . .  'Xn)/ntd-1)/a = fl ft f(x)td-1)/adx a.s., (1.2) 
n~ ~ 0 ,  11 a 
where T(X~ .... , X,) denotes the shortest tour on i.i.d, random variables X1 .. . . .  X, in 
[0, 1] d,/~ :=/~(d) is a constant, and f is the density of the absolutely continuous part of 
the law of X1. 
More recently, Redmond and Yukich (1994), who build on work of Steele (1981) 
and Rhee (1993), essentially showed that whenever the functional L 1 is suitably close 
to its associated "boundary process", then it behaves remarkably like the TSP 
functional T: 
lim LI(x1 . . . .  ,Xn)/n (a-1)/a = ~(L 1, d) fr f (x ) (a -1 ) /ddx  C.C., 
n -~ O,1]a 
(1.3) 
where f is the density of the absolutely continuous part of the law of X1,//(L 1, d) is 
a constant, and c.c. denotes complete convergence. From the general umbrella result 
(1.3), which may be viewed as a generalization of the BHH asymptotics (1.2), Red- 
mond and Yukich (1994) deduce asymptotics and rates of convergence for a variety of 
well-known functionals, including those given by the TSP, MST, and minimal match- 
ing problems. 
The goal of this paper is to therefore develop the asymptotics for the power- 
weighted Euclidean functionals L p in (1.1), with 1 ~< p < d. Our results extend upon 
Redmond and Yukich (1994), which only treats the linear case p = 1. 
By showing that the L p functionals are close to their canonical boundary processes, 
we push the extended BHH theorem (1.3) one step further and obtain general 
asymptotics of the form 
lim LP(X1 ..... Xn)/n (a-p)/a = fl(L p, d) fE f(x)~a-P)/d x c.c., 
n ~ oo O, 1] d 
(1.4) 
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whenever 0 < p < d. This is the content of the "umbrella" result, Theorem 2.2, which 
uses the tools of subadditivity, superadditivity and self-similarity. This theorem 
complements he critical case p = d, which is treated by Yukich (1995b, c) in the 
context of the MST and TSP. From this general umbrella theorem we deduce the c.c. 
asymptotics for the power-weighted versions of the MST, TSP, and minimal matching 
functionals. We suspect hat the power-weighted versions of other Euclidean func- 
tionals are also covered by the umbrella theorem. 
The aims of this paper are three-fold: 
(i) extend the work of Redmond and Yukich (1994) to obtain asymptotics of the 
form (1.4) for power-weighted Euclidean functionals L p, 0 < p < d; 
(ii) show that familiar Euclidean functionals, including the MST, TSP, and minim- 
al matching functionals, fit naturally within the framework given by (i). This shows, 
apparently for the first time, that the power-weighted versions of the TSP and minimal 
matching functionals enjoy the asymptotics (1.4). This approach also allows us 
to recover the work of Steele (1988), who shows that the power-weighted MST 
satisfies (1.4). 
(iii) obtain rates of convergence in (1.4) for the mean of the power-weighted 
MST on uniform random variables. This resolves a question posed by Steele 
(1988). 
One of the main ideas is that the study of the canonical boundary process 
associated with a Euclidean functional provides exactly the right approach for 
obtaining a general BHH theorem for functionals (1.1) with power-weighted ges. 
While this may seem like a straightforward modification of the earlier work of the 
authors, we caution that the geometry of power-weighted ges provides technical 
difficulties not present in the linear case. 
In particular, showing that the canonical boundary process is close to its Euclidean 
functional depends upon careful estimates for the combined length of the edges 
connected tothe boundary. These estimates depend upon a special partitioning of the 
cube which differs from the dyadic partitioning of Redmond and Yukich (1994). 
Additionally, further changes are needed in order to prove smoothness or continuity 
properties of the L p functionals. For example, when p > 1, the power-weighted TSP 
functional is not monotonically increasing. In the case of the power-weighted MST, 
these difficulties were recognized and resolved by Steele (1988). 
Throughout we adopt the following terminology for the power-weighted func- 
tionals of interest: 
(i) Minimal spanning trees (MST). Given xi e R e, 1 <~ i ~< n, the minimal spanning 
tree (MST) of V:= {xl ..... x,} is 
m(x l  . . . . .  x,):= rain ~ lel, 
T ecT 
where the minimum is over all connected graphs T with vertex set V. More generally, 
for p > 0, the MST of V with pth power-weighted ges is 
MP(x1  . . . . .  Xn):= min ~ lel p. 
T e~T 
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(ii) Traveling salesman problem (TSP). For p > 0, the TSP of the vertex set I/with 
pth power-weighted ges is 
TP(x,, . . . ,x,) := min ~, fel l  
T eeT 
where the minimum is over all tours T on the vertex set V. (By tour we mean a closed 
path which visits each point in V exactly once.) 
(iii) Minimal matching. For p > 0, the minimal matching on V with pth power- 
weighted edges is given by 
[ . /2] 
SP(xl, ... ,x,) := min ~ [ IXa(2 i - I )  - -  Xa(2i) ll p, 
a i=1 
where the minimum is over all permutations a of the integers 1, 2 .... , n. 
2. Statement of results 
Say that the functional L p, p > 0, as given by (1.1), is a continuous, subadditive 
Euclidean functional if the following conditions are met: 
LP(¢) = 0, (2.1) 
Homogeneity: 
LV(~F) = ~PLP(F) for all ~ > 0 and all F c R d, (2.2) 
Translation invariance: 
LP(y + F) = LP(F) for all y e ~d and F c ~d, (2.3) 
Geometric subadditivity: There exists a constant C1 such that for all integers m ~> 1 
and all finite subsets F c [0, | ]d  we have 
LV(F) <~ ~ LP(Fc~Qi) + C1 rod-p, (2.4) 
i <~ m d 
where (Qi), 1 <~ i <~ m d, is the partition of [0, 1] d into cubes of edge length m- 1, 
Continuity: There exists a constant C2 such that for all finite subsets F and G of 
[0, 1] ~ 
[LP(F) - LP(G)[ ~< C2[F A G[ (d-p)/d. (2.5) 
Here and elsewhere IF[ denotes the cardinality of the set F and F~ G denotes the 
symmetric difference (Fw G) - (Fc~ G). A simple consequence of (2.1) and (2.5) is the 
useful growth condition 
LV(F) <~ C2 IF [(d-v)/d. (2.6) 
It will now be advantageous to consider functionals defined on pairs of sets of the 
form (F, R), where F c ~d is a finite point set and R ~ ~d is a d-dimensional 
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rectangle. Letting ~ denote the collection of all d-dimensional rectangles, ay that L p 
is a continuous, superadditive Euclidean functional if 
LP(q~, R) = 0 for all R e ~, (2.1') 
Homogeneity: 
LP(~F, :tR) = ~PLP(F, R) for all ~ > 0, F c R, and R e ~, (2.2') 
Translation invariance: 
U' (y+F,y+R)=L ' (F ,R)  for a l lyeNd,  FcR ,  andRe~,  (2.3') 
Geometric superadditivity: There exists a constant C'I such that for all integers 
m ~> 1 and all finite subsets F c [0, 1] d we have 
LP(F, [0, 1] a) >/- ~ LP(Fc~Q;, Q,) - C'~m a-p, (2.4') 
i<~m d
where (Qi), 1 <~ i ~ m d, is the partition of [0, I]d into cubes of edge length m -1. 
Continuity: There exists a constant C~ such that for all finite subsets F and G of 
E 0, 1] d 
ILP(F, [0, 1] a) -LP(G, [0, 1]d)l ~< C'2[FA GI ca-v)/a. (2.5') 
Observe that the conditions (2.1)-(2.5) and (2.1')-(2.5') are essentially identical to 
those of Redmond and Yukich (1994), but are given here in a simpler, more manage- 
able form. For ease of notation, we write LP(F):= LP(F, [0, 1] a) for any superadditive 
L p functional. 
Implicit in the work of Rhee (1993) is that the above properties yield asymptotics for 
functionals of i.i.d, uniformly distributed random variables Ux, ..., U, on [0, 1] d, 
d >~ 2. From her work we may conclude: 
Theorem 2.1. Let L p, 0 < p < d, denote a functional satisfying either the set of condi- 
tions (2.1)-(2.5) or (2.1')-(2.5'). Then 
lim LP(U1,. . . ,  U , ) /# d-p)/d = fl c.c., (2.7) 
n~c~ 
where fl := fl(L p, d) is a constant depending only on L p and d. 
Subadditivity or superadditivity alone is not enough to extend Theorem 2.1 to 
functionals of non-uniformly distributed random variables. Nor is it enough to obtain 
rates of convergence. The notion of "quasi-additivity', which relates ubadditive and 
superadditive functionals, provides the missing ingredient (see Redmond and Yukich, 
1994). 
Say that a continuous ubadditive Euclidean functional Lp on [0, 1] e is "quasi- 
additive" if there exists a continuous superadditive Euclidean functional L~ such that 
LP(F) >~ L~(F) for all F in [0, 1] a and 
[~_LP(U1 .... , U,) -- ~_LP(U1, ..., U,)I = o(n(d-P)/a). (2.8) 
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This represents a relaxation of the quasi-additive condition of Redmond and Yukich 
(1994) for the case p = 1; in that work quasi-additivity allowed an error of the form 
O(n~d-2)/a). Observe that the quasi-additivity of L p implies fl(L p, d) = fl(L p, d). 
In the sequel it will be convenient to let L~ be the canonical "boundary rooted 
process" or simply "boundary process" associated to L p. By boundary process, we 
essentially mean that the process LP(F, R), R a d-dimensional rectangle, gives zero 
charge to edges lying on the boundary of R. This definition will be made precise in the 
sequel. 
Our first result shows that quasi-additive functionals have pleasing asymptotic 
properties. 
Theorem 2.2. Let L p, 0 < p < d, denote a quasi-additive Euclidean functional. Let Xi, 
i >>, 1, be an i.i.d, sequence of random variables on [0, 1] d whose absolutely continuous 
part has a density f Then 
lim Le(X1,...  ,Xn)/n ~d-p)/d = fl(L p, d) ~ f (x)  ~d-p)/d x c.c., (2.9) 
n~ ,)[0, 1] d 
where fl(L p, d) is a constant depending only on L v and d. 
The next result, which is not meant to be all-inclusive, shows that several familiar 
functionals are indeed quasi-additive. This fact is one of the main points of this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. For 0 < p < d, the following power-weighted functionals are quasi-addi- 
tive: 
(i) the power-weighted MST M p, 
(ii) the power-weighted TSP T p, 
(iii) the power-weighted minimal matching S p. 
When p = 1, Redmond and Yukich (1994) show that the above functionals are 
quasi-additive. Their methods extend easily to the case 0 < p < 1. As mentioned in the 
introduction, the geometry changes when p > 1 and we are forced to appeal to 
different methods to verify quasi-additivity. See Section 4 for details. 
Theorem 2.3 is not meant to be exhaustive. We anticipate that other familiar 
functionals may be included in Theorem 2.3 and thus exhibit he asymptotics (2.9). See 
Section 5 for further details. 
Central to the study of the boundary process Lr p is that it leads in a natural way to 
results on rates of convergence. To obtain rates, we will assume a strengthened version 
of quasi-additivity, namely 
]~-LP(U1 . . . . .  Un) -- [ELPr(U1,..., Un)] ~ C3 n(d-p- 1)/d (2.10) 
for some constant C3. We will also assume that L p and L~ satisfy a "weak continuity 
hypothesis" of the form 
] F-LP(U1 .... , Un) - [E LP (U1 ,  . . . ,  Un+l ) [  ~ C4 n - p/d (2.11) 
for some constant C4. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let 0 < p < d and L p be a quasi-additive Euclidean functional satisfying 
(2.10) and (2.11). Then the expectation of L v admits the rate of convergence 
[ffC LP(U1 . . . . .  U,) - fl(L v, d)n¢a-v)/a I <~ C{1 v n ¢a-p- 1)/d} . (2.12) 
Here and elsewhere, C denotes a finite numerical constant depending at most on 
p and d and whose value may change from line to line. 
The final result, essentially an application of Theorem 2.4, provides rates of 
convergence for the power-weighted MST M p, 0 < p < d, resolving a problem posed 
by Steele (1988). 
Theorem 2.5. The MST functional M p, 0 < p < d, satisfies the strengthened quasi- 
additivity condition (2.10) as well as the weak continuity hypothesis (2.11). Therefore, 
IEMP(UI  . . . . .  Un) -- fl(M v, d)nla-v)/a I ~ C{I v n Id-v- 1lid}. (2.13) 
We believe that the rate (2.13) is optimal, namely the right-hand side of (2.13) 
cannot, in general, be improved upon. The work of Jaillet (1993) lends support o this 
conjecture. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 
In this section we prove the general statements given by Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. The 
next section will prove the more specialized Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 (sketch). It is enough to prove that (2.9) holds in expectation. 
Indeed, extending the powerful isoperimetric arguments of Rhee (1993), we may 
deduce for all t > 0 the deviation inequality 
Pr{ILP(X1, . . . ,X , ) -  ELP(X~, . . . ,X, ) I  > t} <~ C1 exp{-C2t2~/~-P)/n}, 
from which we see that it is enough to show 
lim ELP(X1 , . . . ,  Xn)/n (d pl/tl = fl(L v, d) C f(x)~d p)/d dx. (3.1) 
n~ oc, , J [O,  1] e 
The proof of (3.1) follows exactly along the lines of Redmond and Yukich (1994), 
who treat the classical case p = 1. We do not reproduce the proof here. [] 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 depends upon Poissonization arguments, making the 
following lemma an essential ingredient. 
Lemma 3.1 (de-Poissonization). Assume that the continuous subadditive Euclidean 
functional L" satisfies weak continuity (2.11). 1f N(n) is a Poisson random variable with 
parameter n, then 
I~_Lv(U1 . . . . .  U,) - ~_LP(UI . . . . .  Um,)) t = O(nUZ-P/a). (3.2) 
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Proof. Writing N for N(n), we have the decomposition 
I~ .LP(U ,  . . . . .  U . )  - ~_Lv(U ,  . . . . .  UN)[ 
~< [~(LP(U1 . . . . .  U,) - LP(U1 . . . . .  UN)" l{o<~N<n/2,U> 3n/2}) [ 
+ I~_(Lv(UI, . . . ,  U,) - LP(Ux . . . .  , UN)" l{,/z <~ 3,/2})1. 
Using the growth condition (2.6) and exponential tail bounds for N - n on the first 
term and weak continuity on the second term, the above is bounded by 
<~ Cn-V/a~_[N - n[ <~ Cn 1/2-p/d. [] 
We are now in a position to prove our rate of convergence r sult. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The proof brings to the fore the dual roles of L p and its 
associated superadditive process Lr v and maximally exploits their symmetric defini- 
tions. Poissonization plays a natural role; throughout N(n)  denotes a Poisson random 
variable with parameter n.
By the assumed subadditivity of L p we obtain for positive integers n and m 
[ELY(U1 . . . . .  Uu(,m")) ~ md-pELP(U1 .. . .  , UN(n)) -k- C tm d-p. (3.3) 
By the superadditivity of L p we obtain the dual estimate 
~-LP(U1, . . . ,  Um,m, )) >>- ma-PELP(U1, . . . ,  Us(,)) - C ' lm a-v. (3.4) 
First consider (3.3). Applying the de-Poissonization estimate (3.2), we obtain for all 
integers n and m 
Y-LP(U1 . . . . .  U,m,) <~ md-V[~-Lv(U1 . . . . .  U,) + Cn 1/2-p/d] 
+ C(nmn) 1/2-p/d + C1 m d-p 
<~ md-Vy_LP(Ut . . . . .  U,,) -'b Cmd- P(n 1/2-v/d V 1). (3.5) 
Dividing by (nma) (a-v)/d, letting m tend to infinity, and applying Theorem 2.2, it 
follows that 
~_Lv(Ua,. . . ,  U,) - f l(L v, d)n (a-p)/a >1 -C(n  1/2-p/'~ v 1). (3.6) 
It similarly follows from the dual superadditivity estimate (3.4) and Lemma 3.1 that 
~_Lv~(U, . . . . .  U,,) - f l(L v, d)n (a-v)/a <~ C(n 1/2-v/a'/1).  (3.7) 
Combining (3.6), (3.7), the approximation (2.10), and the identity fl(L p, d) -~ fl(LPr, d), 
we obtain 
[~-LP(Ua . . . . .  U,,) - f l(L p, d)n(a-P)/d[ <~ C(n (d-p- 1)/d V 1), 
since n ~/2-v/a <~ n(a-v- 1)/a holds for all n >~ 1 and d/> 2. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. [] 
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4. Proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 
This section demonstrates that the three familiar functionals under consideration 
satisfy the properties ascribed to them in Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. We will treat he MST, 
TSP, and minimal matching functionals in this order. 
We first record an essential fact concerning the uniform growth rates of these 
functionals. The proof of this bound relies upon the space-filling curve heuristic as 
explained by Steele (1990), who attributes it to Bartholdi and Platzman, and indepen- 
dently, D.H. Fremlin. 
Lemma 4.1 (Steele, 1990). For all p > 0 there is a constant C:= C(p) < ~ such that 
for all xl . . . . .  Xk in the unit cube [0, 1] a 
TP(xl, ... ,xk) <~ C[k~a-P)/av l]. 
Since the minimal matching and minimal spanning tree functionals are bounded by 
T p we have the useful growth estimate 
max{SP(F), MP(F), TP(F)} <<. C[[Fl~d-P)/av 1] (4.1) 
for all F ~ [0, 1] a. 
4.1. The MST Functional M p 
We first define the boundary process M~ which is associated with the MST M p. 
Define for rectangles R and point sets F the rooted or boundary MST process 
MP(F'R):= min { Mp(Fc~R)' in f~ MP(Fiuai)} 
where the infimum ranges over all partitions (F;)~> 1of F~R and all sequences of 
points {ai}~>l on the boundary of R. The graph realizing the boundary process 
Mf may be interpreted as a collection of small trees rooted via the boundary into 
a single large tree, where the connections along the boundary incur no cost. 
It is a straightforward matter to verify that M p and the boundary version M p are, 
respectively, subadditive and superadditive. We now verify that they are continuous 
(2.5), satisfy the strengthened quasi-additivity condition (2.10), and are weakly con- 
tinuous (2.11). This will complete the proof of Theorem 2.3(i) and Theorem 2.5. 
4.1.1. M p is continuous 
We verify that M p is continuous; imilar methods how that the boundary process 
M~ is continuous. We provide an approach which is simpler than the recursion 
argument given by Steele (1988, Lemma 2.5). 
Observe that for all sets F, G c [0, 1] d, the simple subadditivity of M p implies for 
0<p<d 
MP(FuG) <~ MY(F) + MP(G) + C 
<~ MP(F) + CIGI ~d-pl/~, 
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by (4.1). Therefore, to complete the proof of continuity, it suffices to show the reverse 
inequality 
MP(F) <~ MV(F~G)  + CIGI (d-p)/d. 
Let T denote the MST on F ~ G. Remove the edges in T which contain a vertex in G. 
Since each vertex has bounded egree D, this generates a graph T1 c T with at most 
DIG[ components. Pick one vertex from each component and form the MST T2 on 
these vertices. Since Ta u T2 is a spanning tree on F it follows that 
MY(F) ~< ~ lef  + Z [el p 
eETI e~Tz 
<<. MP(FwG)  + C(DIGI) (a-p)/a 
by the growth estimate (4.1). Thus M p is continuous as desired. 
4.1.2. M p is quasi-additive 
Here we show that M p satisfies the strengthened quasi-additivity condition (2.10). 
Writing MP(n) for MP(U1, . . . ,  Vn) and M~(n) for MPr(U1 . . . .  , U.) it suffices to show 
that 
[EMP(n) <~ EMP(n) + C{n(a-P-1)/av 1}. (4.2) 
Note that M~(n) consists of a random number N, N ~< n, of disconnected trees 
T~, ..., TN, which are rooted to the boundary. Let tree Ti, 1 <~ i <<, N, meet the 
boundary at the point Bi; let M~ denote the unique sample point which is rooted to the 
boundary point Bi. Thus the edge (Mi, Bi) is rooted to the boundary. The next lemma, 
which shows that the edge lengths l[ M~ - Bilr are not too large, is essential to the 
proof of quasi-additivity (2.10). While part (i) may essentially be deduced from 
Redmond and Yukich (1994), part (ii) is the key to proving quasi-additivity for general 
p. It is not clear that Lemma 4.2 holds for the TSP and minimal matching functionals; 
this is due in part to the absence of an analog of the upcoming property (4.3) for the 
MST. 
Lemma 4.2. For all 0 < p < d we have 
(i) ~_N <~ Cn (d- 1)/d and 
(ii) E y~:~ [I Mi -- B~ It ~ < C# d-p-  1)/d 
Proof. Let S' denote the subcube of edge length 1 - 2n-1/d and centered within 
S:= [0, 1] a. If M~ belongs to the moat S\S' ,  which has width n -I/a, then clearly 
I[ Mi - Bi lip <~ n-P/d and so 
~ 1] Mi -- Bi I[ v <~ n 1 -pie (volume of S\S ' )  <<. Cn ~d-p- 1)/a. 
MIeS\S' 
To prove (ii) it thus suffices to show a similar bound whenever Mi belongs to the 
subcube S'. We will first appeal to simple geometric arguments to show that the 
cardinality of the set S'c~ {M/}~= 1 is at most Cn (d- 1)/d. 
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Let F denote a face of S. Observe that S' may be covered with Cn td ~)/d rectangular 
solids which are perpendicular to F, have height 1 - 2n- l/d, and have a base with 
cross-sectional diameter n- lid. Denote these solids by R~ .... , Rc,,, ,,~. Each of these 
solids R~, i >~ 1, has the special property that ifa and b belong to R~ and a is closer to F, 
then b is closer to a than it is to F. This property implies that only the sample point in 
Ri which is closest o F can be rooted to F. Thus. at most one point from each solid is 
rooted to F. Repeating this argument for the other faces of S we see that at most 
Cntd ~/e sample points in S' are rooted to the boundary. Since the expected number of 
sample points in S\S '  is bounded by Cn ~d-~)/a, we note in passing that (i) follows. 
We may now complete the proof of(ii). Consider the Cn(a 1)/d solids R~ . . . . .  Rc,, ..... ',, 
given by the above argument. For all 1 4 j  <~ Cn (d ~)/d let Dj denote the distance 
between the face F and the sample point within Rj which is closest to F. It is 
straightforward to show that IED~ <~ Cn P"a. We reiterate that, unlike its TSP and 
minimal matching counterparts, the MST enjoys the following property: 
among all sample points in the solid containing M~, M~ is the closest to the 
boundary of S. (4.3) 
Therefore, the sum of the dependent random variables II M~ - Bi II p, with M~ ~ S', 
c"~""" P Considering all faces of S it M~ matched to F, is bounded by the sum ~ ~= t D~. 
follows that 
Cried- 1 ~ d 
Z IIM,- Bill" <. C y. ED~ <<. Cn ~a-p-',/a, 
MieS '  j=  1 
which establishes (ii) and completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. [] 
Before applying Lemma 4.2 to establish (4.2), notice that MP(n) is bounded above by 
the spanning tree formed from the edges in the rooted version M~(n) plus the pth 
M u power of the edges needed to connect the points {Mi},-u= 1.To link the points { /}i= 1, 
first link the boundary points {Bi }/N 1 with an optimal tour T p := TP(B1 . . . . .  BN). The 
tour given by T p may be described by the sequence B~ql),Ba~2) .. . . .  B~N) where a is 
a permutation of the integers 1,2 .. . . .  N. Now link the sample points {M~}~=I in the 
identical order by using two copies of the edges from the set (M~, B/)~= 1together with 
edges in the tour TP(B1 ....  , Bu). By the triangle inequality the pth power of the edge 
joining M~i) and M~i+ 11 satisfies 
I lM. l i  ~ - M~,¢i+llll v <<. ([[M~Ii~ - B. l i t [  q + [I B~i~ - B~¢i+I)I[ 
+ ] lB~l i+ l l -  M. I i+ I ) I I )  p 
<~ C( l lM.¢ i~-  Ba(i)ll p + I IB.~i)- B.(i+l)l l  p 
+ l IB . ( I+1) -  M.¢i+xlll"). 
We have thus shown that 
N 
Mv(UI ,  . . . ,U , )  <~ M[(U,  . . . . .  U,) + 2C ~ I IM~-  B~II v + CTV(B~, .,.,BN). (4.4) 
i=1 
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Notice that since ~-N <<. Cn td- l)/d by Lemma 4.2(ii), the bound (4.1) and Jensen's 
inequality give 
~-TV(B1, ... ,BN) <~ CY-(N {d-p- a)/td- 1) V 1) ~< C(n (d-p- 1)/d V 1). (4.5) 
NOW the desired estimate (4.2) follows after taking expectations in (4.4) and 
applying Lemma 4.2(ii) and the bound (4.5). [] 
4.1.3. M r and M p are weakly continuous 
We first show that M p satisfies (2.11), namely 
[~_MP(U1 . . . . .  U.) - EMP(U1, ..., U.+ 1)[ ~< C4n -p/d. 
We start by showing that 
EMP(U1, ..., U,+ 1) <~ ~-MP(U1 .... , U,) + C4n -p/d. (4.6) 
Clearly, adding the point U,+I to {U1, ..,, U,,} adds at most mini~, 11Ui - U,+I lip to 
the value of MP(U1,. . . ,  U,). So (4.6) holds. To show the other direction 
~_MP(U1, ..., U,) <<. EMP(U1, ..., U,+ I ) + CAn -p/d, 
we estimate the length of the MST on { U1, ..., 0~, ..., U, + 1 } where the hat symbol ^  
signals a missing variable. Notice that for all 1 ~< i ~< n + 1 
MP(U1 . . . . .  O i  . . . . .  U.+,)<~MP(U, .... .U .+, )+ C ~ IJU~ - Ui[[". 
jeN(i) 
where the sum is taken over all indices N(i) such that ifj ~ N(i), then the edge (Ui, Uj) 
belongs to the MST MP(U1, ..., U,+I). This inequality holds since if U~ is removed 
from {U1, ..., U,+ 1 }, then by the triangle inequality the vertices formerly connected to 
Ui can be connected instead to one another with a cost bounded by 
C Z ~N~,j II U, -- U~II p. 
Summing this inequality over 1 ~< i ~< n + 1 gives 
n+l  n÷l  n+l  
Z MP( U, ..... O, ..... U.+x) <~ Z M"(U1 .... ,U .+, )+C Z Z IIU,-Ujll p, 
i=1  i=1 i=1 jeN(i) 
Taking expectations and noting that the expectation of the double sum is bounded by 
Cntd- p)/d gives 
(n + 1)EMP(UI .... , U,) <~ (n + 1)IEMP(U1 .... , Un+I) + Cn {d-p)/d. 
Dividing by (n + 1) gives the desired estimate (2.11). 
Similar arguments apply to show that the boundary process M p also satisfies (2.11). 
4.2. The TSP functional T p 
We first define the boundary rooted TSP process T, p which corresponds to T p. 
For all discrete vertex sets F = ~d, d-dimensional rectangles R, and 0 < p < d, 
let TP(F, R, (a, b)) be the length of the shortest path with pth power-weighted 
edges through F c~R with endpoints a and b, where a and b are constrained to 
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belong to the boundary of R. Define the boundary rooted process T p associated 
with T ° by 
Tf(F, R):= min{TP(F), in f~ TP(Fi, R, (ai, bi)), 
i 
where the infimum ranges over all partitions (Fi)~ ~> ~ of F and all sequences of pairs of 
points {(ai, bl)}i~ 1 belonging to the boundary of R. TP(F, R) may be interpreted as 
the cost of an optimal tour (with pth power-weighted ges) through the vertices of 
F which may repeatedly exit to the boundary of R at one point and re-enter at 
another, incurring no cost when moving along the boundary. 
It is straightforward to verify that T o and T~ are, respectively, subadditive and 
superadditive. To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 (ii) we need to check that they are 
continuous (2.5) and quasi-additive (2.8). 
4.2.1. T p is continuous 
It is easily verified that T p is simply subadditive, namely for all sets F and G in 
[0, 1] d and 0 < p < d, T p satisfies 
TP(FuG) <~ TP(F) + TP(G) + C, 
where the constant C is bounded by 2(diam [0, 1]d) p. Thus, from Lemma 4.1 we obtain 
fo r0<p<d 
TP(FuG) <~ TP(F) + CIGI ta-p)/d. 
To complete the proof that T p is continuous, we need to show 
TP(F) <<. TP(FwG) + fIG] td-p)/a. (4.7) 
From the minimal tour given by TP(Fu G), remove the edges which are incident o 
a vertex in G. This generates at most I GI disconnected paths; letting ~ denote the 
collection of the endpoints of these paths we observe I~[ ~< 21G[. 
Construct he minimal matching SP(g) on g. This matching, together with the 
disconnected paths, generates a collection of tours {Gi}~= 1 on F, where N is random. 
From each tour Gi, 1 ~< i ~< N, select one edge El, El ~ SP(g). Let el denote one 
endpoint of El. Let ~:= {ei}~v= 1 and let TP(~) be the minimal tour through ~. TP(~) 
consists of oriented edges [Hi}~=I. 
We now produce a tour through F by replacing the edges {Hi}/N=I and {Eifi= IlN
according to the following natural rule. Noting that each edge H e {Hi}~= 1 leads to 
one endpoint of an edge E := E(H) ~ {Ei}~= 1,replace H and E by the edge joining the 
tail of H to the other endpoint of E. We may perform this replacement operation for 
all edges H in {Hi}~_l with a total cost of at most 
C(SP(~) + TP(o~)). 
Moreover, this construction generates a tour through F. We have thus shown that 
TP(F) <~ TP(F~G) + C(SP(E) + TP(~)). 
Since both SP(8) and TP(ff) are bounded by CI~] ~a-p~/d, with I~l ~< 21G[, the estimate 
(4.7) and continuity follow as desired. [] 
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4.2.2. T p is a quasi-additive 
In order to verify the quasi-additivity of T p 
IffZ TP(U1 . . . .  , Un) - ~- TPr(U~ . . . .  , Un)I = o(n ¢a-t')/d) 
it suffices to show that 
~_Tv(U1 . . . . .  U,) ~ ETVr(U1 . . . . .  Un) + o(n~d-t')/d). (4.8) 
Let { i}~=1 ~ {Ui}7=l be the subset of sample points which are rooted to the 
boundary by the boundary process Tr p. We first bound the expected cardinality of 
these points. 
Lemma 4.3. ~_N <<. Cn ~d- ~)/d. 
Proof. We will again appeal to the geometric considerations used to prove 
Lemma 4.2. Clearly, it suffices to show that the expected number of sample points in 
{ Gi}~= 1c~ S' is bounded by Cn ~a- 1)/d. Let F be a face of [0, 1] a and subdivide S' into 
rectangular solids perpendicular to F as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Every such solid 
contains at most two sample points which are rooted to F. Were there three or more 
such points, this would contradict optimality, as it would be more efficient o join 
some pair of points rooted to the boundary with a single edge. Thus, repeating this 
argument for the remaining faces of [0, 1] ~ shows that at most Cn ~d- ~/~ sample points 
in the subcube S' are rooted to the boundary. [] 
To show (4.8) we will follow the approach used to show continuity of T p. Let 
g := {Ui}~=l and construct he optimal matching Se(g) through ~. This forms 
a collection of cycles {Gi}~l on {U1 .. . . .  U,}, where M is random. From each cycle 
Gi, 1 <<. i <<. M,  select one edge Ei, El E SP(C). Let ei denote one endpoint of Ei, 
de: = {ei}~l and TP(de) the minimal tour through de. TP(de) consists of oriented edges 
Hi, 1 <~i<~M. 
Replacing the edges {HI}Y=1 and {E~}~  exactly as in the proof of continuity gives 
a feasible tour through U1 . . . .  ,U ,  which may be achieved at a cost of 
C[SP(g) + TP(de)]. In other words, we have shown the estimate 
Tv(U , , . . . ,  U.) <<. Tv(U~ . . . . .  U,) + C[SV(o ~) + TV(d¢)]. 
By Jensen's inequality, Lemma 4.3, and (4.1) we have 
~_SP(~) ~ ~_(CN) (d-p)/d 
<< C(IEN) (a-p)/d 
C~ (d- 1)(d-p)/d 2
= o(n~- 1)/~). (4.9) 
A similar estimate holds for IFTP(de). This completes the proof that T p is quasi- 
additive. [] 
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4.3. The minimal matching functional S p 
We first define the boundary rooted minimal matching functional Sf which is 
associated with S p. Let Sf(F, R) be the length of the least Euclidean matching of 
points in F c~R with matching to points on the boundary of R permitted. More 
precisely, each point in F c~ R is paired with either a boundary point of R or another 
point in F c~ R; S~(F, R) minimizes the sum of the edge lengths over all such pairings. 
(If the cardinality of F c~ R is odd, we allow one point to remain unmatched in order to 
insure SP(F) >~ SPr(F)). 
It is straightforward to verify that S v and the associated boundary process Sr p are, 
respectively, subadditive and superadditive. We now verify that they are continuous 
(2.5) and quasi-additive. This will complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
4.3.1. S p is continuous 
From the simple subadditivity of S p we obtain for all sets F, G c [0, 1] a and 
0<p<d 
SP(FuG) <. SV(F) + SP(G) + C <<. SP(F) + CIG[ Id-pl/d 
by the uniform bound (4.1). To complete the proof that S p is continuous, we only need 
to show 
SP(F) <<. SP(F~G)  q- CLGI (a-pJ/a. (4.10) 
From the global matching on F w G, remove the edges which are incident o a vertex 
in G. This yields a collection ~J of vertices in F which are not matched, with I ~ l  ~ I G[. 
By simple subadditivity of S p 
SP(F) <~ SP(FuG)  + SV(~ ~) 
and the proof of(4.10) is completed by drawing on the uniform bound (4.1). The proof 
that S p is continuous i similar. 
4.3.2. S p is quasi-additive 
In order to verify the quasi-additivity of S v, it suffices to show the estimate 
¢:SP(U1, ..., U,) <<. ~S~(U1 . . . . .  U,) + o(n ~d p)/d). (4.11) 
We let { Ui }~'= 1 ~ { Ui }7= 1 denote the collection of sample points which are matched to 
the boundary by the boundary process S p. Following the proof of Lemma 4.2(i) and 
the proof of Lemma 4.3 we may check that 
EN <<. Cn Id- l)/J. (4.12) 
As in the proof of continuity of S p, we have 
sv(v l  . . . . .  U.) ~ S~(u~ . . . .  , u . )  + Sp(OI . . . . .  8N). 
Taking expectations, applying the uniform bound (4.1) and the estimate (4.12) we get 
ESP(~fl . . . . .  UN) ~ CFl(d 1)(d p)/d 2 = o(n(d-p)/d). 
Thus (4.11) holds and S p is quasi-additive. [] 
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5. Concluding remarks 
We have seen that the study of the asymptotics for Euclidean functionals L p with 
power-weighted edges may be considerably simplified through the natural use of the 
canonical boundary process L~, which is defined on pairs of the form (F, R), F a finite 
point set and R a d-dimensional rectangle. The natural subadditivity of L p, coupled 
with the superadditivity ofL~, combine to provide a general limit theorem which gives 
asymptotics in the sense of complete convergence. We have seen that this general 
umbrella result, which encompasses previous work of Steele (1981, 1988), Rhee (1993), 
and the authors (Redmond and Yukich, 1994), may be applied to yield the asymp- 
totics for the power-weighted versions of the familiar MST, TSP, and minimal 
matching functionals. 
This approach also yields rate results for the mean of the MST functional. Finding 
rate results for the TSP and minimal matching functionals would involve obtaining 
the analog of Lemma 4.2. It appears that the major obstacle here is that property (4.3) 
does not extend to the TSP and minimal matching functionals. It is also unclear 
whether minimal matching satisfies weak continuity. 
We expect that the scope of our general result is broad enough to include other 
Euclidean functionals, including power-weighted Steiner minimal spanning trees, 
power-weighted semi-matchings (Steele, 1992; Yukich, 1995a), and power-weighted 
Held and Karp lower bounds for the TSP (Goemans and Bertsimas, 1991). 
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